
HAROLD’
DONALD H. JONES
ED B. MONTAGUE

U. S. Marine Corps
Camp Lejeune
North Carolina

AREA CODE 704 333-0774

1900 EAST 7TH STREET
P. O. BOX 4307
IfkRLOTTE, N. C. 28204
April Z, 1968

Attention Mr. Melvin S. Witherow, Mechanic
Water Treatment Plant

Gentlemen: Subj e ct: Cochrane Division-Crane Company
Parts for S. O. i17Z-64
Rifle Range Water Softener

We believe we now have a quotation on the parts which you actually are interested

in. We regret that we sent you a quotation on the complete Eagle timer rather

than the individual microswitches and clips.

We are pleased to quote as follows:

1 Microswitch for 90 minute Eagle timer, per Drawing
D-IZ394Z-Z $18.00 per switch

1 Key for timer’- "---$ 1.00 each

Shipment can be made within approximately two to three weeks. Terms are net

thirty days. All prices are f.o.b, shipping point. Note: Our minimum charge
on all parts orders is SZ0.00.

We hope that you will find this information of value and that we may have the

pleasure of handling your order._ made, out to Cochrane Divisionl. in care of Brown
& Morrison as representatives.

Yours very truly,

BROWN & MORRISON, District Representatives
For: COCHRANE DIVISION Crane Company

EBM:jb
Sent in duplicate





BROWN & MORRISON. S, P. O. Box 4307 Charlotte, N. C. 28204 Area Coa4v Pne 333-0774

April 2. 1968

U. S. rine Corpe
Camp Lejeune
Horth Carolina

Mechanic

Subject: Cochrane Division-Crane Compemy
Parts for S. O. I17Z-64
Rifle Range Ware,r Softener

We believe we now blve | quotation on the parts which you actully are intsr
in,- We regret that we sons .a:guot.t|on on the complete Eagle timer
than the individual microsvlt:

We are pleased to quote

iitch for ?0 minute Eagle timer, per Drawing

,,,:ii!;-;!i.2-2 $18.00 per switch

Key fortimer $ 1.4)0 each

Shipment can be made within approximately two to three weeks. Terms are net

thirty days. Ate prices are f.o.b, shipping point. Note: Our minimum charge
on all parts orders is SZ0. 00.

We hope that you will find this information of value and that we ny have the
pleasure of handling your order made out to Cochrane Division, in care of Brown
& }[orrison as representatives.

Yours very truly,

EBM:jb
Sent in duplicate

BROWN & lvIORRISON, District Representatives
For: COCHRANE DIVISION Crsne Company





HAROLD’
DONALD H. JONES
E0 B. MONTAGUE

AREA.’’4 333-0774.

& tvlORl ISON

1900 EAST 7TH STREET
P. O. BOX 4307
CHARLOTTE, N. C. 28204

March 18, 1968

U. S. Marine Corps
Camp Le3eune
North Carolina

Attention Meivin S. Witherow
Water llant Mechanic

Gentlemen: Subject: Water Treatment Plant
Rifle Range
S. O. 117.-64
Your Letter of February 20, 1968

We are pleased to furnish the following information in accordance with your recent
inquiry:

One (1) 90 minute Eagle Timer, 2-089-5031 per dwg D12394--2

Price.................................................-$95.00 each

Terms are net 30 days. Price is f. o. b. factory. Shipment, four weeks.

We appreciate this opportunity to quote and look forward to receiving your order
made out to Cochrane Division-Crane Company in care of Brown & Morrison as
r epre s entative s.

Yours very truly,

(bfm)
Sent in duplicate

BROWN & MORRISON, District Representatives
FOR: COCHRANE DiVISiON-Crane Company





BROWN & IORRISON, 194)oLth t., P. O. Box 4307, Charlotte, N. C. 28204 Area Code"7,.j, Pho[ 333-0774

larch 18, 1968

Attention 1elvin S. Witherow

Vater Plant Iv_echanic’/

:’ ’Gentlemen: ,q,bjec.. ::,iWater Tretrnent Plnt

,... S.O. 1172-64
.;. "Ycu Letter o Fe,,brar 0. ’1968

---$95. O0 each

Terrs are net 30 days. Price is f. o. b. fctcrry. Shipment, four weeks.

We appreciate this opportunity to quote and look forward to receiving your order
made out to Cochrane Divislon-Crane Corpany in care of Brown & Morrlson as

rep sentatives.

Yours very truly,

BROWN & lv[ORR[SON, District Representatives
FOR: COCHRANE DIViSION-Crane Company

(bfm)
S .nt in duplicate





OCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EqUIPENT .4

(S.O. 1172-64)
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COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING E .UINT
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Cochra:e Division
Crane CO.
King Of Prussia, Pa.

qq’ Ccchrane ,ite, Autoztic Controls

Please send ai. no extra cost to the Government a part list

for ( 90 mino m,, _--, on Water Filter Controls, Rifle Range
l#ater Piant CaD Leje.uneN,C. S.0.I172o6!4. ? ned to order a housin@
fre and shaft that the , min Tim. rides

Tours verT truly
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ORDER NUMBER

THE SERIAL
NUMBER OF
THIS ITEM

CONSISTS OF
THE LAST

TWO DIGITS
OF THE

’=CURRENT
,YEAR PLUS
THE MILLER
WORK ORDER
NUMBER.

QUANTITY

RODUCT NUMBER

PART NAME

WHEN ORDERING REPLACEMENT PARTS,

ALWAYS MAKE

REFERENCE TO THE MILLER

WORK ORDER/SERIAL NUMBER.

MILLER FLUID POWER CORPORA T/ON
Subsidiary o{ Flick-Reedy Corporotior.

7N015 YORK RD., BENSENVILLE, ILLINOIS 60106

DUNS 00-507-1717
Area Code 312 766-3400 Call Collect Station to Station

AIR & HYD. CYLS. PRESSES FILTERS REGULATORS LUBRICATORS
BOOSTERS TANKS PUMPS AIR VALVES ACCUMULATORS HYD. VALVES

AIR DRYERS TRU-SEAL AIR MOTORS POWER UNITS





CRANE CO.
’T’INDIAN ORCHARD, MASS. 01051

:SALES ORDER

INVOICE DATE INVOICE NO. DATE SHIP’D.

ORDER .O.

SHIP
TO g.a. IV,RIBS.
SOLD
TO

To

SHIP VIA

F.O.B.

PEON

ITEM QUAN.

NO. ORDD.

C0al DIlrZ011 IIMII C0.
I.0. 10X ltl
111 0P I’MIX, W,. 1

milk lqO
P.o. . 441

SHIPPING MANIFEST

TOTAL
WEIGHT

SHIPPED VIA

REORDER BY PART NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

TRANS. CHARGES

TAX DESCRIPTION

TRANSPORTATION DESCRIPTION

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

TERMS TAXABLE AMOUNT

30TH[;;lil TAX AMOUNT

NO DISCOUNT ON FREIGH’I" OR.. TAXES TRANSPORTATION

CHAR.G ES





CHECKED T
OX I[] o,,o-,, FO,, Sm.’L.’S O Sm,VC"S

APPLIES

M67001-68-M-195

_
Purchasing & Contractl,g Branch
BMB, Bldg 1211, P.O. Box 15,
Camp EeJeune, N. Carolina 2852

9. CONTRACTGI/QUOTEIt COD|

","o’ ochrane Div. Crane Co.
ooeess c/o Br and Morrison

1900 E. Seventh St.
Charlotte, N C. 28202

’IRIQUEST FOR QUOTATIONS NO.

MTUIN CCIE OF

ISiSNOT OR. DO IS

DA HEST

30 Nov 1967 JN93058-7304-6507
7.D: ) CODI

FACILITY CODE I

/ebb

10, OLJ TO FO POINT Y:

22 Dec 1967

PAGE Of

2
CERTIfiED FC NA-

I(IAL DEFENSE UNDrcR
DMS ’G
DO

DEUVF.

[ DESTINATION

’R IOR IT7:19
----I OTHER

SeeSchedule
I1. CHECK IF SALL
IUSINESS

Net30
Same as Block 14

Freight Traffic Branch Base Disbursing Officer
PACKA@ES AND

Bldg i011, Camp LeJeune, N.Carolina MCB, Oal LeJeune, Nocth Carolina 28542 CONTRACT OR

M67002- 68-N-1959 2852



R’uUtK$

1111S FARAGIIAPH APIq.IESONLY TO QUOTATIONS"TEDa Sapplie d
dmemi(C) odain mnlo othem.tdksd Ijmotm. lmn,mt t
dlkt mcoddw quoim, nlllcotlm nmof mcm’Wlrdtm the dat -,dl(C)ated
dmuld muth be the iwimt of the Qommeat.
martins end qtmtatlee fumiabed offm then quottus. complete blot 11, t2.
22. 23, 25. If yo smsbie quote, plense edvtae. 13tto mpteet does
tim Gommmt pay my toc.anmf pmpmetioa the subminloa of this
toffen procure 6r for supplies smicen.

GENERAL PRO1SIOHS

1. INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE lnslxJoo and mccemc will be dent*-
tkm, ualess othese pmvldud. UnstLl ddiivy md accinacm, msd eftor my mjectioen,
ak of loam will be the ulm len mml/ts fm nosUmcm of the

YAffi&TION IN QUANTITY No varlUon the qumtLty of c/led fo by
thie be -cted unleaa auch vadetJo hs been cusad by cendittone of
Iodtoa. ahipptn, pckins, /lowmces menufrin| pscesam, ead thz

the eeet, if my, pmcifled dithe:e this- PAY/tNTS Invoicms htl be rdbatted qudmpUcato (ane A/I be
marked "On’) udiee othemien apecifled. d abell coatoin the t0/Iowta|
metlm: Cast,act Onle numbe0 Item ntmber dencr/pttoa of pplJN
NSC4, stZen, qumKUle0 pdcm ud eended totals. I11 Idin| numbe and
ldtt of abtpmeat will be ahowu or alsipmets omment ls of Lading.

othamiee epectfled, puymet will be mde pumal dellme ecctd by the
Government when the due datirtea

O4SOUNTS. Dacount Ume will be computed fm date of deltve place of
aqtnce f0m eceipt of the office |pacified by the Government0
hichevm late, pymmst is mdu. or diacount puqen, whe check matled.

S. OISPUTES (e) zct othetsm pmdud te caatect, dispute

the of Ixeach of the by the Coatctor msd (ll) penty addition

1Z CONDITION FOR ASSIGI4ENT Tblel=urch Oder be assJpml

I. COI4dERCIAL WARRANTY.’Tbe 8preen thet e mtotem

l. PJtJORJTi|, /.LOCATiOHS,AND.ALLOThlENTS DEFIB4S MAT|itLt/.S SYS.

pa=Jecs msd matemde noeded ill/thi onfer.

OIlTER iPPING TNERSL BEED "FT PAY"

DD, 2,.1155r s.o,o,.eos.,,o4



Nov.
CONTINUATION SHEET

Fo Oo Bo KING OF PRUSSLk, PAo Show
separate item on invoice supported

bill
For obligation purposes only the tra
to the funds indicated are estiate

ranspoi:tati)n chazg e as
y prep|Lid t:.anspoz ration

sportILtion cost hargeable
not t exc,.ed SIC

COCRANE DIVo

Nv, itlt ldlllm

COo





REQUISITION
FROM ACCT. SER. NO.

3. SHiP TO--MARK FOR- /

NO.

3

4

= 6

pmt
ACCT. SER. NO.

AIqRIATION SYMBOL AND SUB-HEAD

STOCK NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION OF MATERIEL AND/OR SERVICES

SHEET NO. OF 5. RESITION DATE
NO. SHEETS / -,..

7. DATE MATERIEL UI’REI) /* /

8. PRIORITY

9. AUTHORITY OR PURPOSE

6. BEQUII"ION NUMBER

1. SHIIER’S VOUCHER NO.

12. AMOUNT CLIGD
10. SIGI’’IURE

0-23-3023-2308T
UNIT
OF

ISSUE

FAN

QUANTITY REQUESTED SUPPLY ACTION

(c)

Diaphragm, For Top,Bottom, Service Valve,

Diaphragm, For Backwash & Rinse Valve, Item 29

Screw, Clamping Ring, Item 31

Spring, Irmer Valve, Item 5 /

Regulator, Item 45 "
Pressure Gauge & FisationDamper,.
Limitm Switch, Valve Position,

Regeneration Switch& Bracket

Motor, Pilot Valve, Item I01

Item 44

Item 105-

Item i06t/"

Item 29 Large

small

12

ea 6

ea 6

ea I

Repair Parts For Pressure Filters

SSI
Cocrane Division-Crane CO.

S.O. 1172-64, 4" Hydromatic Valve

King of Prussia, Fenna.





CHECKED
BOX

APPLIES

M67001-69-M-268

II I /I U  REOUESTPOR,,OTAT,OHSNO. ,AOE,of

TIDAL DEFENSE UNDER
3. DATf Of ER REISITION/UH [$T 0. DMS REG

ISSUED gT: CODE

Purchasing & Contracting Branch
BMB, Bldg 1211, F.O. Box 15, MCB.,
Camp eJeune, N. Crollna 285&2

69 Nr 07

,. COUCTC’QUOrER COOE

______
NAME r
AND Mechanical Equipment Co.
ADDRESS

Box 4066
Charlotte, o Caoa

FACIUTT COD

]RIORITY: 14

28204
H/ebb

N67001-9030-W003
CODE DELIVERY FOg

DESTINATION

I. DELIVE.R TO C POINT I1. CHECK SMALL
BUSINESS

69 "Mar 21 j
12. DISCOUNT TERMS

Net 30 day
MA, ,NVOCES ,e In seztupiicate)
Same as Block 14

14. SHIP TO:

Freight Traffic Branch

M67001- 69-M-2684

DEUVERY

CODE

N.Caolin&
285&2

15. PAYMENT WILL IE MADE BY: CODE

Base Disbm-sing Officer

MCB, Camp LeJeuneR North Ca.z’olLna 285&2
MARK ALL

PACKAGES AND
PAPERS WITH
CONTRACT OR
ORDER NUMBER

te--Iquote -f 69Mar07
(Except CLAUSE NO. 3 APPLIES ONLY F TlfZS CHECKED, BOX --ACCOUNTING AND APPROPRIATION DATA ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION (REV.

AMOUNT

,ll 17 x 491  70011 .c lso
EM NO, HEE UESECES AMOUNT

CEED

DO OT DUPLI SHIP.S.
M93058 F 99 Allltems 000-00-0000

PA TS FOR Chrnoflo Telemetric Receiver Code o. 02321,
Order No. 30805A celver No. 13630

U ITEDg STATES OF ERICA

,.,.. 67i-
s,. . ". ’*, S #5190 c.NU,

FnAL
37. ED AT EEO . DATE RED TCT 4L RNTNU

DD ,,o,, 1155 (8-PT) (NAVY)

mu. Of LANG

4 S VOUCHER

cellms S3,500 A4lvd by iudlet alisa Oet



dt csidev quotntloes modift(C)etJoes Iheeot" motived efte the date indicated
dmuld 8dt be &e intruder o the Gommmt. This is queet for ini

G|HERN. PItOVISJOHS

1. INspr-r’TION AJD ACCEPTAJ4E Intioe md cceptance will be detia

14. PRIORITIES, ALLOATI0S.N4D ,ALLOTMENTS D|FENSE MATERIALS SYS.

PAST PAYMENT PBOCEOUdE
GIB4|JUd.. du in feat pnpnest odtz. iL’o

tofflpt e

PRANAOF ICE-

OUTER iPPING TNHERSL BEED"FT PAY"

19.

TEINATJON FORVIE tflr, ,

TOFNMS efor

ACCEPTANCE

TYPED TITLE

DD. ,".. 1155r s.o,o,.o,.,,o,



STANDARD FOIIM 36, JULY 1966
GIAL sEIrVlCES ADMINlSI’IlIQN

frO. PIOC. IG. (41 C) 1-16J01
CONTINUATION SHEET

M67001-69-N-2684 2 .:

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT CO.
n-r,M NO. SUIqqJr:SISERVICS QUANTITY

1

3

M67001-9030--W003
Power Supply Module P/N 162700

M67001-9030-W004
Etched circuit plug-ln Board,
P/N (C139532) No. 165869

PARTS FORs Chronoflo Telemetric T3
CTUAX:

M6,7001-903-005
Motor, Sychronus, Type B-3, 110/
120V, 60 cy, Model 6123195, RPN 4
W-4, P/N DM238

UNIT UNn’ PRIC

2 ea 45.40

1 ea 39.70

ansmitter Ser 4376

2 ea 9;55

TO

39 70

TO APPLY TO Item 2: The supersedil part
number or items are acceptable proriding t
specifications and can be utilized without
to parent equipment of Installatlol.

Hod

T & L $149

nur, equ.l

heF meet alL
airy modlfi=atio

6O

F. O. B. PROVIDENCE, RI. Material to be hl ,)pad to C.mp
Lejeune, N.C. All transportation :harges pri|pald andi list

on dealers invoice as a separate i:em. Chrg,)s in excess u
PAID (:ar::lers bili.IS

Lted not t,) exceed ;10oO0o
$25.00 must be supported by copy ol

INFO: Transportation charges esti





REQUISITION
I. FRO ACCT. SER. NO.

2. TO r

3. SHIP TO--MARK FOR

4. O.S’N CLASS

ITEM
NO.

TP-3,’ 68-69

AJRC2 IUATION SYMBOt AND SUB-HEAD

ACCT. SER. NO.

SHEET NO. OF S. BEQUISlTION DAIj
NO, SHEETS / /

6. BEQUISI110N NU/IR

1. SHIFIER’S VOUCtlER NO.

BUREAU CONTROL NO.

STOCK NUMBER AND DESCRJPTION OF MATERIEL AND/OR SERVICES
(/)

9. AUTHORITY OR PUIIOSE

10. SIGNATUI

repair parts for Diaphrcm Valve, normally closed, Series 427, 3 in.
N.P.T. ( Both ends) Max (O. press. 125 psi.

Gasket, Diaphragm washer
O-Ring Pa
Shaft
Nut, Hex Jam Brass 5/16_-24
Diaphragm
Retainer Disc.

EAN

Part # 424-R
Part
Part # 427-LL
Part # 4
Par # 427-. 
Part #

UNIT
OF

ISSUE
QUANTITY BEQUESTEO

(

Just Repair parts for Water Softener Valve RR-85

SS; AquaMatic INC.
Rockford, Illinois

ea 6
,--" 6

4.
. 3
,t 2

i

s61145
U. S.M.C.
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Tab page did not contain hand written information
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*Scanned as next image

Confidential Records Management, Inc.
New Bern, NC
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FILTER, ,O.P,..E’,TI,ON DATA. AND INSONS ,

Bed Type: Sand Gravel ]"

BED DEPTH D SIZES "<" "" ’/

4 Gravel 112 114
4" Gravel 1" 1/2"

SERVICE

Maxim. flow rate (per unit).

I Hydromatic Valve }n #I ositon.2. Inlet and outlet xsolatxng vivs open.
3. en pressure drop across unit xs 20 ft. at full load,

or every 24 hours, baeash xs necessary.

.t. ;2’:---r
t " , .

Baekash reguiator gauge setting i2,6

Rate 143
Time L

Rinse regulator gauge setting 12.6
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COHRANE WATER CONDITIQN,.NG EqUIPM.NT

(S,O. 1172-64)

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

PRESSLRIE FILTER

The pressure filters are equipped with a single hydromatlc valve
and cylinder operated gate valves on each unit, for the-purpose
of controlling the sub-surface and the backwash function.

The backwashing of te filter bank can be initiated automatically
by setting the pins in te tork.timer for the time of day and
the days of the week, whzch it is desired to have the filters
backwasbedo

The filters should be backwashed at least once a day or when the
pressure drop across the filter bank has reached 20 feet

The backwash operation should be contznued until the water leaving
the filter is as clear as the water coming into the bottom of it.

The operation of the automatic components is as follows:

Th seen day time wltch runs continually and when a pin from
ths time .swztch it starts the fortrlps backwashing operation
all three filtero
The Step switchils arranged so that filter #i is completely back-
washed, rinsed, and returned to stand by first, followed by filter
numbers 2, which backwash is done completely then filter #3.

When the pin trips and the backwash, starts, the backwash timer
starts and times the length of backwash and rinse

As the backwash timer runs, T-4 pins on the timer drum actuate
the step switch which moves the filters through the backwash
operation

Flow Rates

During the initial backwash the flow rate should be adjustedon
the pressure regulators mounted on the hydromatic to agree wth
the pressure settings and flow rates shown on the Operation Data.

63032100
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COCHRANE ’;; "-" C nt’!r’ T 0;"! EQU PME"’T

in scrrn ilterinS operatior,., the filtered
soliSs orm a nt on the top of the d that
is not easily broken up. Back;’..’ashin$, would
crack the mt and perhaps turn over one por-
tion, which would then remain in the filter
bed as an ubroken clmp or "mud ball", too
big to be washed out. In these cases the mat
has to be broken up mechanically before the
mit is bac!vashed. The rotary surface wash
(Palmer Agitator) plays pressure water jets
on the top of the bed to break up the matted
and caked solids.

%%e agitator consists of a supporting hub and
two arms. Nozzles are installed in the arms
so that the jet effect of the water leaving
them is sufficient to cause the arms to rotate.

The arms are parallel to and one to three in-
ches above the top layer of filtering material.
The high velocity jet of water strikes the top
of the filter bed and breaks up any deposits
on the top of the bed, agitating and scrubbing
the material on top of the filter bed.

A pressure of 40 to 75 ibe. per square inch
must be maintained in the rotary surface washer
nozzles for effective operation. If a pressure
supply is not avail51e, a separate booster
pump must be provided. The volume of water

needed will be approximately 1 gpm per square
foot of filter area.

The agitator is to be operated for a period
of 2 to 3 minutes with the backwash outlet

valve o.,en, before the bacl’ashing of the
filter.

nzre is an alternate nthod for the opera-
tion of the agitator. Operate the agitator
with th bachvash outlet valve open for 2 o
3 minutes. One minute before shutting off
the agitator, start backwashing the filter.
n stop the agitator.

AGITATOR WATER
// INL[T

[

.%’,:.: ;.t ;:.-.f;::f.e:i :t’r

E-13119

OPEBATION DATA

late 30____

Pressure Psi

Time 5.4_____nutes
Pressure Setting __5 Psi Diff.
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COCHRANE WI’ER CONDITIONING EqDIPNT

(S.O. 1172-64)

PRESSURE FILTER
TIMER SET21NGS

AllOTTED ACCUMULATED SLOT
OPERATION TIME TIME NUMBER

Lag 0.6 0.6 i
Backwash 5.4 6.0 i0
Lag 06 6.6 ii
Rinse 5.4 12.0 20

Lag 0.6 12.6 21
Backwash 54 18.0 30
Lag 06 18.6 31
Rinse 5.4 24.0 40

Lag 0.6 24.6 41
Backwash 5.4 30.0 50
Lag 0.6 30.6 51
Rinse 54 36.0 60

Oerrun 24 600 i00

A 60 minute timer containing i00 slots each slot equal to 0.6

minutes.

6303.2700
11-2-64
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APR, "TIME IN MIN’,5

PEc.Nr,TEP
UtPIV’I’/V T" :

3

4

,5

7

I_ 2 3 4- 5

.1

7" 8 9 I0 il 12

I,I"

S,,,E ,FAw" |_DATE
COCHRANE DIVISION

CRkl CO.
PH -ADE,PHIA 32. PA.

LTR.

INDICATES

SIZE

D

CAM EGMENT.5 REMOVED.

CHANGE

DFT.
A

ENG.
APP.

CHC.
LTiii

.j
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TALLT NO.

|PG 2 ORDER,/REC’PT NO. {Or

67001--
ISSUED BY NAM[E OF CONTRACTOR (O"

PURCHASING & CONTRACTING BRANCH
MARK ALl PACKAGES AND PAPERS WITH CONTRACT AND/OR ORDER NUMBER

ITEM QUANTITY
UNIT UNIT PRICE

NO. (No. of =.it)

3 3 EA .60

4 2 EA 12.50

5 SE 2.00

6 EA .OO

7 [ AI 69.00__
2 EA .00

9 EA 6.30

SCH’EDULE CONTINUATION SHEET

SCHEDULE OF SUPPLIES OR SERVICES AMOUNT

51 TEETH.- P/N C-A

GEAR TRAIN. P/N C-6B

BUSH NG,. P/N C8A2

BUSH NG, P/N C-SA5

LESS 22% DISCOUNT---
TOTAL ------’-

$1.80

25.oo

2.OO

.OO

38.O0
2.00

12.60

42.11
#149.29

MPELLER, P/N C-BB

MPELLER, P/N C-81

MPELLER, P/N C-8A?

QUANTITY

ACCEPTED

DD ,o.. 115So(NAVY)





COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

2.1 OPERATION DATA FOR SODIUM ZEOLITE SOFTENERS S.O. 1172-64

nits, Number and Size Two

"c z"Exchange Material Cochranex

Diam,
Ifx5 "0"Straight Side

39.2 cu, ft/mit

Expected Capacity per Unit 108 500 CI 1020 Kr

Total Hardness 9.35 Gr/s=I.

I
!
I
I
I
I
I

l

Msxlmum Service late

Total hardness of average treated water

Total hardness at Run End Point

19 m/unit

Hard water per sop tet
5 drope per 40 ml,

Backwash

[ate at 50 F
Time Mininnsn

Pressure Setting at 50 F..

78
lO =inus

pex

Brine Draw
Salt per regeneration

Measuring Tank

Draw depth..................................................
.Ednc inlet ptor ressure,.

Eductor water rate

Total flo rate

Salt concentration entering trait

460 lha.
4 -6" diater

18= 5 inches

15 minutes

50 pei

15 percent

Brine Displacement (Slo Rinse)

5 minutes

Fast Binse

FIo rate ...................................................
Pressure setting,E,J.P.].Q--... ,R,T,),,

98 gm

psi

20 minutes

Rinse End Point

Clorides

Total Hardness
No taste.o salt in waste water

Soft water by soap test

(HydromatLc) 4552.2103
Rev A
5-11-61
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COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

2.2 9PERATORS .INSTRUCTIONS

Semi-Automatic Operation

When the unit no longer delivers good water or when the gallon
capacity has been treated, use procedure A to D for regeneration.

To start a regeneration, press "Start Regeneration" pushbutton
located in control box.

Automatic Operation

Water Meter

The water meter should be set for the expected capacity of
the unit. As water passes through the meter, the hand will
move toward zero. The automatic regeneration will start
when the hand reaches zero.

Time Clock

Units equipped With a Class i time controller will be regen-
erated on the days and at the time of day set on the A and B
dial.

Regeneration is carried out using the following steps.

A. Backwash
B. Regeneration
C. Slow Rinse
D. Rinse
E. Return to Service

i. Automatic And/Or Semi-Automatic Operation

A. Backwash

The pilot solenoid valve will open for 30 seconds, then
will close. The solomatic valve has been advanced one
position and is now backwashing the unit.

4552.2104-1
5-26-6.4



COCHRANE WATER ONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

Pilot water from the Solo-matic valve closes the ia-
phragm by-pass valves on the softener and the brine
tank refill valve The pilot water is also imposed
on the Slow Rinse float control.

The adjustable backwash orifice should be set for the
proper flow rate (See Operation Data) After the
proper length of time, the valve will proceed to the
next position

Bo Regenerant Draw

The pilot solenoid valve opens, and closes after 30
seconds The solo-maitc valve is now in Position #2
and the regenerant draw begins The adjustable nozzle
should be set for the proper Flow Rate. (See Operation
Data)

Models 54 and 60 adjust the valve upstream of the
eductor.

Co Slow Rinse

When the correct amount of brine has been drawn from
the tank, the Slow Rinse float control closes the dia-
phragm valve in the brine suction line, which allows
pressure water to pass through the eductor without
drawing br.ineo

After the proper length of time the valve will proceed
to the next position

D. Rinse

The pilot solenoid valve opens for 30 seconds, then
closes The solomatic valve is now in Position #3 Rinse.

The inlet water pressure should be adjusted to 30 poSoi.
If the water pressure is above or below this point, the
rinse time will be reduced or extended above that shown
in the Operation Data.

4552.2104-2
5-26-64



COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

2" and 2-1/2" solomatic valves (Models 54 and 60) are
equipped with adjustable rinse orifices. This orifice
should be set for the proper flow rate

When the rinse is completed, the solo-matic valve will
return to service

E. Return to Service

The pilot solenoid valve opens, then closes after 30
seconds. The solo-maitc valve has been advanced one
position and is now back on the line as a source of-
treated water.

2. Manual Operation

The solomatic valve is supplied with a by-pass line
around the pilot solenoid valve

The valve can be advanced to any position by manually
opening, waiting 30 seconds and then closing the by-pass
valve. The operation of opening and closing the valve
will advance the solomatic valve one position

A pointer on the top of the valve indicates the position
of the valve. Water comes out of drain line in all
positions except service

3. Rate

All flow rates, service, backwash, brine and fast rinse
should be checked and agree with Operation Data

4552.2104-3
5-26-64
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140

CAUTION

2.12 BACKWASH RATE

30 40 50 60 70 80 90

WATER TEMPERATURE OF

IF ZEOLITE .WASHES OUT AT SETTING INDICATED,
REDUCE THE SETTING AT ONCE.

RUN END POINT

All resin ratings except 30 Kgr./cu, ft.

5 drops B & B soap solution in 0 mi sample,

Resin ratings of 30 Kgr,/cu, fro

8 drops B & B soap solution in 0 ml sample,

4552, 2506
10-12- 64
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COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

AUTOMATIC BYPASS PROPORTIONER

I
I
I
I
I

TERI
ADJUSTAB

tnJ SOFTENER

SECONDAR

OUTLET TO
SERVICE PRIMARY ORIFICE PLATE

C-87295
METHODOF OPERATION

ne primary oriice and the secondary orifice have oriice areas proportional to the desired rates

of flow. Diaphragm operated valve (F) reduces the pressure in the bypass until the pressure just

ahead of secondary orifice (E) equals pressure ahead of primary orifice (G). Any variation in the

pressure at (G) acts on the diaphragm to close or open valve (F) until pressure at G and E are

equal. With a contain pressure after both orifices (point H) and equalized inlet pressure, the

drop in pressure through both orifices is the same, and therefore the rates of flow are in pro-

portion to the orifice areas.

INSTALLATION

When installing the proportioner, observe the following precautions:

(i) Blow out all pipe, valves and fittings to remove scale and chips.

(2) Use good pipe compound on all male pipe threads and do not draw them up too severly.

(3) Make sure the flow through the valve body is in the same direction as indicated by the arrow

on the casting.

STABT-UP

Follow these instructions carefully. The valves should be opened and closed slowly in the sequence

given below in order to avoid damage to the main diaphragm.

(I) Close valves (C) and (D).

(2) Slowly open valves (A) and (B) and adjust secondary orifice valve (E) to pass the approximate

flow required.

(3) Slowly open valves (C) and (D) at the same time.

OPERATION

With all valves open adjust the secondary orifice valve (E) until the desired blended water quality

is obtained in the service water line.

To bypass during regeneration of softener, close valve C and open valve J.

4552.404 Rev. A
10-26-55
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COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EE}_UIPMENT

3.0 FILTRATION

Filtration is a means of clarifying moderate-
ly turbid waters. The suspended matter is
filtered from the water by passing it through
a medium such as a bed of graded sand or
anthractie. The particles of suspended matter
of a size too large to pass through the small
spaces between the filtering medium is re-
tained by a straining or screening action.
The particles of a small size capable of
passing through the small space between the
porous screen is retained when the larger
particles collect on the filtering surface
forming a mat which itself acts as a type of
filtering material on top of the filtering
surface.

If the turbidity of the water is in excess of
50 ppm or it is colloidal in dimension and too
small to be removed by straining or frictional
resistance, the water should be treated by
coagulation and most of the suspended matter
removed by settling in a sedimentation tank
preceding the filters.

Many materials are used for the filtering
medium in the process of water filtration and
their uses are generally governed by each

application. Anthracite and sand are pre-
dominant in the majority of industrial in-
stallations of pressure filters, sgnd being
primarily used for cold water and anthracite
for hot water. Anthracite is used for hot
water, generally regarded as above 125
because the hot water has a tendency to
absorb silica from the sand, (especially
when it is alkaline).

As the accumulation of solids on top of
the filter surface increases, the frictional
resistance of water passing through the mat
and bed will increase. When the resistance,
usually referred to as a pressure drop,
builds up to a limiting value, the filter
must be "backwashed" to clean the accumulation
from the filtering surface. This is done by
reversing the flow of water at an increased
controlled rate. This backwashing washes
out the suspended matter from between the
filter bed particles to the top of the
filter and then to waste by expanding the
filter bed and releasing the suspended
particles. If the filter is used for hot
water service, the backwash ter is returned
to the sedimentation tank.

6303.302
Rev. B 7/20/60
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COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

3.0 SODIUM ZEOLITE SOFTENING

3.1 IAT IS SODIUM ZBOLITE SOFTENING verted to calcium and magnesium zeolite, it

must be returned to its original state by re-

A hard water is a water containing dissolved generation with dilute brine. Exhaustion of
salts of calcium and magnesium. The water the zeolite bed is indicated by the gradual
dissolves these salts in lime- of hardness in the effluent.flowing over appearance

stone, gypsum, dolomite and other mineral de-
posits containing them. The regeneration process is indicated by the

following reaction:

If used for boiler feed or in hot water piping,
a hard water will cause scale to form since 2 NaC1 + CaZ2 2NaZ + CaCI 2
most calcium and magnesium salts are less
soluble at high temperatures than at normal 2 NaCl / MgZ2 2NaZ + MgCI 2

teeratures. _____--- Sodium Calcium & Sodium Calcium &
Chloride Magnesium Zeolite Magnesium

t h rd scale formin so
(Salt Brin.e) Zeolites ChIorides

oaum sacs are n a g, \
that waters containing only sodium salts are \ ---( lhe salt brxne passes through the zeolite bed
called sort waters. Io convert a nard water

t o
\

lcium d ma esium /[ exchanging i s s di ions for the calcium
to a sort water the ca an gn /. ,..

ano magnesium ions on the zeoilte, ine zeo/lte
salts are removed or cnanged to soalum salts. //,g IS returned to the soaxum zeolite Iorm ior /

\ repeated use, while the spent brine containingt
In the soaxum zeolite soltener tne nara water \ ’/

\ the calcium and magnesium as rinsed from the/
flows tnrougn ne oeo oz ion exchange x-eo- x
lite) material which causes the calci and \\.. bed and sent to waste.

magnesium ions (dissolved salts) in the hard \ -’--_
water to be exchanged for sodium ions, so that l

the ire, } 3 3 INLET WATER 0UALI]/
ted water IS then a soft water....................... / Because the ion exchange materials must be kept

to efficiently, water toclean function the be
3 2 CHEMISTRY OF SODIUM ZEOLIT

"NG treated must be free of suspended matter, oil,
algae, slime and other impurities that would
collect on the zeolite particles and reduce

lhe soltenlng process may de illustrates oy
their capacxty or narcmess removal. Certain

the xoiiowxng reacexons,
waters may require coagulation or filtration

Ca’HCO + 2NaZ CaZ + 2 NaHCO before the zeolite softening. Waters that are
3 2 2 3 pretreated in hot process softeners or solids

Calcium Sodium Calcium Sodium contact reactors should be filtered before
Bicarbonate Zeolite Zeolite Bicarbonate

zeolite softening. Zeolite units can act as
MgSO4 + 2NaZ MgZ2 + Na2SO4 filters, but the softening ability and capacity

will suffer, and the zeolite bed may then re-
Magnesium Sodium Magnesium Sodium
Sulfate Zeolite Zeolite Sulfate quire frequent cleaning or replacement.

The letter Z represents the zeolite material. dthough the zeolite will remove iron, the
iron content of the influent must be in the

Obviously this softening process can continue ferrous form and must not be allowed to oxi-

only as long as the zeolite material can sup- dize to the ferric form. Therefore, well water

ply sodium to replace the calcium and magne- containing such ferrous irons should not be
slum in the raw water. Like the electric exposed to air in storage tanks or by meeting
storage battery, the zeolite bed must be re- air sucked in by pumps before the zeolite.
generated at certain intervals to replenish ]’he well water should go directly through the
the sodium in the zeolite bed. sodium zeolite unit under pressure. If the

iron is ferric it will coat the zeolite, and
When the zeolite bed is no longer capable of should therefore be filtered through sand
softening, the sodium zeolite, having been con- filters ahead of the zeolite.

4552. 301-
Rev B 8/19/59



COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

3.4 CAPACITY BETWEEN REGENERATIONS

The capacity of the zeolite for softening water

will vary with the type and will also depend
upon the amount of salt used for regeneration.
The unit of measurement of capacity is the
’.grain" or the "kilograin" which equals 1000
grains. Unit of water hardness measurement is
"grains per gallon as calcium carbonate".

rsin per allon 17.1 ppm (parts per
tgpg or gr/gal) million)

Kilograin (Kgr) 1000 grains

7000 grains One pound

The Operation Data Sheet gives the capacity of
the zeolite softener in Kilograins (Kgr.).
This value will not change greatly if the spec-
ified nount of salt is used for regeneration.
The capacity is also given in "gallons treated"
based on the inlet water hardness specified.

Gallons x grain/gallon Kilograins
1000

Gallons treated x water hardness Cpacity

The influent water hardness may vary consid-
erably during the year with an inverse effect
on the gallon capacity. Higher hardness will
mean less water treated between regenerations.
The gallon capacity can be calculated from the
formula below:

Gallons treated per Kgr. Capacity x 1000

regeneration gr/gal, hardness

For measurement of influent water hardness,
use the APHA method given on a later page.

3.5 TRFTED WATEB QUALITY

The treated water will be soft as measured by
a standard B & B (poutron and Boudet) soap
test. The test requires that no more than 5
drops of the standard soap solution be needed
to form a permanent lather (lasting 5 minutes
without a break) in a 40 ml sample. This is
considered as "zero hardness", although other
test methods may indicate that a few ppm of
hardness are still present.

Inediately after regeneration of the softener,
the zeolite is rinsed with influent water to

remove excess salt. The hardness removed from
the zeolite in regeneration also rinses from
the unit at this time. When the hardness of
the rinse water is "zero" the rinse can be
ended. The chlorides in the effluent at the
end of this rinse will be slightly greater
than influent chlorides but not appreciably so

for the usual application.

After the rinse is ended and the softener run

is started the treated water hardness will
continue to drop as the water is used, even-

tually reaching a point of very low hardness
requiring 2 to 3 drops of B & B soap solution
to make a lather with 40 ml of softened water.

Towards the end of the service run, as the
available cspacity of the unit is used up
some hardness will begin to leak through the
zeolite. The water will be acceptable for
most uses until the leakage of hardness has
increased to the 5 drop value "the end point"
of the service run. The capacity of the
zeolite material has been calculated for the
5 drop end point. If a 3 drop end point is
used instead of 5 drops, the capacity will be
reduced by i0

If the service run is continued beyond the 5
drop end point, the zeolite may become over ex-
hausted. The service run which follows may thus
be shorter than normal, or the quality of the
treated water may be poorer than standard unless
a larger than normal mount of salt is used for
regeneration. The ratio of pounds of salt to

kilograins capacity used should not be reduced
below normal to maintain good treated water

quality. In general the greater the amount of
salt used per Kgr of hardness removed, the better
the effluent quality.

3.6 SALT FOR REGENF_.P.ATION

]he salt used should be clean, coarse salt.
Pea sized salt is preferred, although sizes
down to a rice size may be used. Either rock
salt or evaporated salt may be used, but in
either case the salt should contain more than
98% sodium chloride. Pock salts should be ex-
amined carefully for dirt. Evaporated salt
should be used in nugget form.

4552.301-2
8/19/59
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S.O.

COCFIRANE ION EXCHANGE fZEOL/rE) EQUIPMENT

LOG SilEET FOR SODIUM ZEOLITE SOFTENER

{’nit No. Date Tme Pressure

1. Start Backwash

4. Stop Backwash

5. Brine depth in measuring tank

6. Start Brine Draw

12

16. End Brine Displacement

(Note above when Brine Draw was ended.
placement)

17. Start Rinse (Sample every 10 min.)
(Note below when rinse is ended)

20

22

Brine
Time Depth Pressure

Time

Br ne Br ine

%Oat

Sample every 5 minutes during Brine Draw and Dis-

Pressure Meter ltardness Chloride



COCHRANE ION EXCHANGE (ZEOL/TE EQUIPMENT

Tite Pre.sure Meter Harttness Chloride

27

28

35

36

37

38

Sample every 30 minutes during Srvice Run (Note above when .Service Run was discontinued)

4552.301-4
4-29-53
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FIELD TESTING fCHEMICAL TEST K/T)

DETERMINATION OF HARDNESS

TEST FOR SOFT MATER (B & B SOAP TEST)

This method is designed only to indicate

whether the water tested is suitable for use.

Test Kit Cat. No. 43822-21

Add soap indicator solution to the shaking
bottle and replace the stopper.

Use 5 drops from the dropping type bottle,
or use 0.15 ml. (If 25 ml. sample is used,

use 3 drops or 0.09 ml.)

Apparatus required:

1-Shaking bottle, calibrated at 40 ml.
1-Dropping type bottle

Indicator requtred:

Soap Indicator, Spec. IV-C-2 (Boutron and
Boudet soap)

p ro(C)edure:

1. Rinse the shaking bottle thoroughly with

the water to be tested.

2. Fill the shaking bottle to the calibra-
tion mark with the water to be tested.

Shake the bottle vigorously. If a heavy
lather appears, the water is probably soft.
If there is no lather, the water is hard.

Lay the bottle on its side. If no break
appears in the lather for 5 minutes, the
water is soft. If the lather breaks, the
water is just slightly hard.

NO’IE

The water to be tested must be neutral. If
the water is acidic (contains FMA), add 2-3
drops of phenolphthalein. Add sodium by-,
droxide solution to the sample until a pink
color just appears, then run the soap test

described above.

I
I
I
I
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APHA SOAP TITRATION FOR TOTAL HARDNESS

The soap titration is a quantitative determin-
ation of the total hardness, used where close
control of equipment operation is required.

Apparatus:

1-Automatic burette (10 ml.) and bottle
assembly

1-Shaking bottle, 8 oz. (calibrated at 50 ml.)

Reagents:

Soap Solution Spec. IV-C-1.

Procedure:

I. Using the graduated shaking bottle, measure

a 50 ml. sample of the water to be tested.

*2. Add 2 or 3 drops of phenolphthalein indi-

cator to the sample.

If the sample turns pink, add sulfuric acid
solution until the pink color just dis-
appears (the phenolphthalein end point).
If the sample remains colorlesS, the acid
is not required.

If the sample contains free mineral acid-
ity (FMA), add sodium hydroxide solution
until the pink color jus’t appears and re-

mains for one minute (the phenolphthalein
endpoint).

The water contains FMA if it turns red when
methyl orange indicator is added.

Fill the automatic burette to the zero mark
with soap solution.

Determine the Lather Factor (LF) as indi-
cated on the label of the soap solution
bottle.
From the burette add soap solution equiva-
lent to the Lather Factor.

6208.02-1
Bev. A 3-12-54



INSTRUCTIONS FOR FIELD TESTING (CHEMICAL TEST KIT)

11.

13.

Replace the stopper in the shaking bottle
and vigorously shake the sample for ten

seconds.

Continue the addition of the soap solution
from the brette in 0.2 0.3 ml. incre-
ments, vigorously shaking the sample for
ten seconds after each addition, until a

lather is formed which will persist for 5
minutes. Lather is considered persistent
when it covers the entire exposed surface
of the water with the shaking bottle lying
on its side.

Pecord the final burette reading (ml.).

Add 0.3 to 0.5 n. of soap solution to the
sample, stopper the bottle, and vigorously
shake the sample for ten seconds. If a

voluminous lather that persists for at

least five minutes if formed, the final
endpoint has been reached. If the lather
does not persist for five minutes, the
previous endpoint was a false or "ghost
point" and the titration must be continued
with 0.2 to 0.3 ml. additions of soap so-

lution to the sample, vigorous shaking,
and observance of the persistency of the
lather formed. When a lather is formed
which will persist for five minutes, the
final endpoint has been reached.

Pecord the burette reading at the final

endpoint (ml.).

From the final burette reading subtract
the lather factor as indicated on the label
of the soap solution reagent bottle. This
difference is the volume of soap solution
required to titrate the hardness in a 50
ml. sample.

The total hardness (ppm as caco3) is equal
to the volume of soap solution required

to titrate the hardness in a 50 ml. sample
multiplied by 20.

TH (ml. L.F.) x 20

Where TH Total Hardness, ppm as CaCO3
ml.= Final burette reading

L.F. Lather Factor

The hardness as normally determined is reported
as ppm hardness as CaCO3. The soap solution
(0.02N) has been standardized on the basis
that 1 ml. of soap solution in 50 ml. of
sample represents a hardness of 20 ppm as

CaCO3o

High Har&ess Measurement

If the volume of soap solution used exceeds
5.0 ml., use a 25 ml. sample diluted with
25 ml. of distilled water. The total hard-
ness is then equal to the volume of aoap
solution required to titrate the hardness
multiplied by 4.

Whenever dilution of the sample is required,
the hardness is indicated by the following
formula:

1000TH (ml. soap L.F.) x

Where:

]] lrdness, ppm as CaCO3.

ml. Final burette reading.

L.F. Lather factor for the soap.

Sample volume, actual volume in ml.
of original sample which was diluted
to 50 ml. If no dilution is required,
S.V. 50.

*Steps 2 to 5 are not required for determining the effluent from a sodium zeolite softener.

6208.02-2
Rev. A 3-12-54
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COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

4.0 EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, OPERATION
AND MAINTENANCE PRESSURE FILTER

4.1 EQUIPMENT

The equipment is illustrated on assembly draw-
ilgS which are furnished under separate cover.
Basically the equipment consists of:

(a) Tank containing upper water inlet dis-
tributor or backwash collector and the
bottom underdrain for water collection.

(b) Filter bed of fine graded sand anthracite
or other material, with supporting bed of
coarse sand and graded gravel or equiva-
lent sizes of graded anthracite.

(c) External piping with nest of gate valves
for operation, or single control valves
such as the Solo valve or Hydromatic
valve which simplify operation by perform-
ing all the functions of the valve nest

by the operation of a single lever.

4.2 OPERATION

As suspended solid matter in the water filters
out on the top of the bed, a mat forms which
creates a resistance to the flow of water.

This resistance is measured as a pressure drop
from inlet to outlet. As flow continues, the
pressure drop increases. The normal limiting
pressure drop is 12 ft. or 5 psi at a normal
flow rate of 3 gpm per sq. ft. of filter area.
When this limit is reached, the filter should
be backwashed.

Where a single control valve is furnished, the
pressure drop limit should be increased to

allow for pressure loss through the valve it-
self.

When filters are used with water containing
very little suspended matter, or when they are

operated considerably below their rated flow
it might be several days before the maximum
pressure drop is reached. It is recometwled
that wherever practical the filters always be
backashed once every 26 hours regardless of
load conditions or pressare drop.

Valve operations are described in the Oper-
ator’s Instructions (Section 2.2). A valve
chart is provided for valve nest filters.
Simple instructions are provided for Solo
Valves or Hydromatic Valves, if furnished,
and maintenance is discussed elsewhere in
this manual.

4.21 Filtering

4.22 Backwashing

When the filter valves are arranged for back-
wash, water enters the filter tank through the
underdraln, pases up through the bed, and
leaves the tank through the upper distributor.
The upward flow expands the bed and agitates
and cleans the particles of filtering material.

With the filter in service, water enters at

the top of the tank, passes down through the
bed and the bed support, and leaves the tank
through the underdrain.

Normal flow rate for sand or anthracite fil-
ter beds is 3 gpm per square foot of filter
area. (In some tates the rate is limited by
State Regulation to 2 gpm per sq. ft. when
the filtered water will be used for drinking
purposes). Where two or more filters are run

in parallel, a peak flow up to 50% overload
(4.5 gpm per sq. ft.) is allowed for short
periods. Double unit plants are normally op-
erated with one unit taking the full load
while the other is being backwashed. The
units are sized so that the 50%overload max-

imum is not exceeded.

In order to prevent loss of material out the
top of the tank, a backwash rate control is
furnished. This is usually an open orifice
discharging to the sewer, or a closed orifice
where the backwash waste water is returned to
a clarifier or hot process sedimentation tank.
Where a Solo valve is used, the rate is con-

trolled by adjustment of the inlet pressure.
Some systems use a pressure regulating valve
before the orifice, or a float operated valve,
such as a butterfly valve with the float op-
erating behind a weir in the sump. The rates

are usually measured by the pressure drop
across the controlling orifice, or by a separ-
ate rate of flow indicator. The system used
is shown on the drawings and discussed else-
where in these instructions.

6303.4001-1
6-25-64



COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

The proper backwash rates and control indi-
cations are given in the Operation Data. For
sand filters the backwash rate will vary from
!2 to 15 gpm per sq. ft. of filter area. For
cold process anthracite filters the rate will
be 10 to 12 gpm per sq. ft., and hot process
anthracite filters the rate will be 12 to 14
gpm per sq. ft. Activated carbon will require
3 to 6 gpm per sq. ft.

In practice, the proper rate will vary with
water temperature and with the effective size
of the filter bed material. For example, a

very fine sand.will be backwashed at a lower
rate than a coarser sand. If the water is

warm, as during the summer months, a higher
backwash rate is required to expand the bed.
If the water is cold, the rate must be lower
to avoid washing out the filter bed. The rate

should be high enough to remove all dirt, but
not wash out the filter bed.

When starting or ending the backwash of a fil-
ter, the backwash outlet valve must be opened
and closed slowly. Allow 2 to 5 minutes to

arrive at the required rate and to close the
backwash valve after backwashing. This is im-

portant to avoid disturbance and upset of the
filtering and supporting beds.

If the waste water is still not almost as

clear as the inlet water after 5 to 10 minutes,
continue the backwash. If the supply of back-
wash water is limited by the capacity of a

storage tank, stop backwashing after the al-
lotted time to allow the tank to refill. In
this case, backwashing at more fequent inter-
vals will prevent the filter from becoming too

dirty and less backwash water will be used.

Where the waste water is returned to a clari-
fier or hot process sedimentation tank without
storage compartments, stop backwashing after
the allotted time and allow at least 30 min-
utes for the water in the sedimentation tank
to settle back to normal before backwashing
the filter again or before backwashing another
filter.

If the filter bed remains fouled after back-
wash, the filtered water may not be as clear
as desired. The backwash rate must be increas-
ed to the maximum possible, and the filter
backwashed more often to clean the bed. If
the bed cannot be cleaned by backwashing, pre-
treatment of the water may be necessary or an

existing treatment may need improvement.

6303.4001-2
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4.23 Rinsing

sirable to remove the backwash water from the
filter tank and reform the mat of suspended
particles on the filter surface. The water is
passed down through the filter bed as in ser-

vice, but the filtered water is sent to waste

until it has the desired quality.

In some filter plants the rinse is eliminated
either because the backwash inlet water is
filtered water, or because the normal filter
inlet water forms its mat quickly and the run

of turbid water is small as compared to a

long filter run.

4.3 ERECTING THE FILTER

4.31 Setting Up The Unit

Transportation facilities permitting, the
shell of the filter will be shipped in one

piece after hydrostatic test. Unload the
shell carefully and place it on a suitable
foundation. Slings, blocks and handling
rigging must be carefully placed. The piping,
valves, and accessory parts are shipped sep-
arate, boxed or crated as necessary.

Suitable foundations must be provided for
supporting the filter. Drawings supplied
give dimensions of the supports and total
weight of the filter on the foundations
(including filter medium, supporting bed
material, and water).

Level the filters carefully. Make certain
that the faces of the inlet and outlet open-
ings of all filters are in line, and all
flanged faces are parallel.

Complete the piping (includin single control
valves, loss of head ganges, and other acces-

sories) in accordance with the assembly draw-
ings provided.

If the backwash water discharges into an open
funnel or sump connecting to the sewer, the
sewer piping must be of sufficient size and
slope to handle the total volume of back-
wash water in addition to the normal volume
of water handled by the sewer with the avail-
able head figured from the top of the open
funnel or sump.
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Occasionally the outlet piping leading to the
sewer is a closed system, using the backwash
water pressure for carrying away the wash
water. In these cases, check the sewer size
carefully to be sure it will be able to handle
the backwash flow and pressure in addition to

the volume normally handled. These closed
systems however should be avoided wherever
possible.

Flush out the inlet water line before connec-

ting it to the filter.

4.32 Underdraln System

Where the underdrain is shipped in place, as

in units provided with a radial slot type dif-
fuser plate, examine the diffuser plate to

make sure that it is properly centered and
firmly held in place. If the piece is shipped
separately, install as shown on the drawings,
making sure it is centered and held down firm-
ly. Be sure that all slots and openings are

clear and that no dirt, tools etc. have been
left in the bottom of the tnk. Tanks less
than 36" diameter will usually have a slotted
diffuser attached to the outlet pipe. See
that this piece is centhred and held firmly
and that all slots are clean and open.

In units where a manifold and lateral type un-

derdrain is furnished, drawings are supplied
to show installation of the parts. Where
strainers and concrete subfull are required,
detailed instructions are furnished. It is
important in every case that the laterals
themselves be horizontal, i.e. do not permit
the laterals on one side of the manifold to

project upward and those on the other side to

project downward.

Be sure that all pieces are properly located
and firmly held in place before loading the
unit.

on the bottom and the upper layers are suc-

cessively finer. Unless concrete is used,
enough of the coarse grade is supplied to

fill the bottom head. Grading and depth are

given on the installation drawing. Add the
material carefully by lowering it into the
tank to avoid breaking and chipping. If nec-

cessary to drop the material, use 12" of
water as a cushion.

Each layer must be levelled carefully before
the next layer is installed. The easiest way
to level each of these layers is as follows:

(a) Mark with chalk in several places around
the inside of the tank the height to

which each layer will come.

(b) Add each layer and carefully level it up
to the chalk marks. If desired, admit
water slowly through the bottom of the
tank to check whether the layers are level

If the amount of anthracite or sand and gravel
provided is not sufficient to load the unit as

shown on the drawing and explained above, do
not proceed further. Either obtain the neces-

sary fill of graded anthracite or gravel and
sand locally, or consult Cochrane’s Repre-
sentative or Service Department.

If the filter is not provided with a manhole
of at least ll"x 15" in size load all lay-
ers except the top filtering layer through
the ldwer handhole in the shell, replace the
handhole cover, then load the top layer or

filtering grade through the filling plug in
the top head.

After the support bed of an activated carbon
filter has been loaded the tank should be
half filled with water and the carbon poured
into the water. Allow the activated carbon
to soak for at least 24 hours before back-
washing to wet the carbon and release the
air in the particles.

4.33 Loading the Filter Tank

The bottom main tank piping and the valves
should be installed by this time. Flush the
tank thoroughly to eliminate all metal pieces,
dirt, scale, etc.

Add the four or five grades of bed support
and filtering matqrial to the tank, one layer
at a time. Note that the coarsest grade is

4.4 START UP

4.41 Filling the Filter

To fill the filter tank with water, put the
valves in backwash position but with the in-
let valve closed. Open the vent valve. Slow-
ly let water into the bottom of the filter by

6303.4001-3
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cracking open the inlet valve in the backwash
water supply line. Ten minutes or more should

be required to fill the tank in order to dis-

place all of the air in the filtering material

and to prevent upsetting the bed. When the

filter has been filled, as shown by a steady
stream of water flowing from the open vent,

close the vent valve.

If the filter material is anthracite, continue

to let the water flow to waste with the valves

in backwash position at the slow filling rate

for 15 minutes after closing the vent to re-

move any trapped air.

4.42 Initial Backwash

When the tank is full, open the backwash
inlet valve very slowly until the full back-
wash rate is reached. Backwash until the

waste water is almost as clear as the inlet

water.

The purpose of the initial backwash is to rid

the bed of any air or gas bubbles and to clean

and classify the filtering material.

The filter may now be rinsed and put into

service.

4.43 Hot Water Systess

The procedure for the initial filling given

in paragraph 4.41 may be used only when the

filters are first installed. In this case

cold water is drawn by gravity from the hot

process softener. The units are then brought

up to temperature when the softener is started

up by setting the inlet and outlet valves in

the "Service" position and passing the water

to the sewer. After the proper temperature is

obtained the filters are backwashed to the

sedimentation tank, then returned to the serv-

ice position. The system is now ready to

provide treated water.

Ilot water system filters should be shut down
ONLY WHEN ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. If it is nec-

essary to drain the unit, extreme care must

},e exercised to prevent flashing and upset-

ring the bed. To drain and refill one unit

the following procedure should be followed:

To Drain

(a) Backwash the filter in accord with the

6303.4001-4
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normal procedure.

(b) Close all valves tightly to isolate the

unit.

(c) Slowly open the outlet drain valve one or

two turns. Allow the filter to drain

until no more water comes out, then open
the vent valve on the top of the unit and

permit the remaining water to drain out.

(d) Cool the filter by connecting a cold water

hose to the drain connection. Slowly ad-

mit cold water until it flows out the
vent in the top head.

(e) Close and disconnect the cold water hose.
Remove the top head access opening cover

and drain the unit until the water level
is just below the top of filtering mate-

rial. If the bed is to be replaced,
drain the remaining water from the unit.

To Refill

(a) Replace the top access opening cover and

close the drain valve. Be sure the vent

valve on the top of the unit is open.

(b) Open the hot water inlet valve one or two

turns. Admit hot water slowly so as not

to disturb the filtering bed and to per-
mit the air to escape out of the vent.

(c) When water starts to flow from the vent,

the filter is full. Close the hot

water inlet and the vent.

(d) Open the backwash inlet valve wide, then
slowly open the backwash outlet valve two

or three turns. Allow the unit to back-

wash at about one half the normal rate

(less than 1/4 the normal pressure drop)
for 5 minutes, to displace any trapped air.

(e) Gradually open the backwash outlet valve
until the full rate is reached. Give the
filter a normal backwash and return it

to serviced.

4.5 REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT ORDERS

Repair and replacements can be handled more

efficiently if the following procedure is

used.

(a) Address all correspondence to our
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COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

"Parts Department".

(b) Give the Cochrane shop order number as it
appears on the nameplate of the equipment.

(c) Designate the names of the parts required
by referring to the assembly drawing of
the unit.

(d) Specify the quantity of each part required.

(e) Give complete shipping instructions.

(f) In returning parts to the Cochrane Fac-
tory, be sure that each part is tagged
with all information necessary for com-
plete identification.

6303.4001-5
6-25-64
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INSTALLATION OF HEADER-LATERAL
UNDERDRAIN WITH STRAINERS

Install the header and laterals as shown
on he drawings. The header should be firm-
ly held in place sad the laterals screwed into
the tapped openings or crosses. Make cer-
tain that the tapped holes in the laterals
face directly upward and the laterals are
level.

STRAINERS

Screw the strainers into the tapped holesin
the laterals and manifold and turn them tight
with a wrench. All strainers should be
vertical with outlet ports in a horizontal
plane. There should be a strainer in every
tapped hole.

CONCRETE FILL
Concrete is required to fill the bottom head
of the tank and all the dead space around the
laterals up to the lip of the strainers.
Liquon strainers must be wrapped with the
plastic tape supplied before any concrete is
put into the tank.
Lifting head strainers are supplied with
metal covers, which must be placed over the
strainers before concreting. Press the cover
down until it holds firmly on the strainer.
After all the strainers are in place and
covered, fill the bottemof the tank with
1:3:6 concrete, spading to fill all holes.
Bring the concrete up to the level of the
bottom of the hex portion of a Liquon type
strainer, or up to the shoulder below the

ning of a lifting head strainer as shown.
last inch should be added carefully and

trowelled to a smooth finish.

STRAINER

STRAINER

HEAOER

FINISH
LINE

LATERAL

CONCRETE
FILL

C-63408

COCHRANE LIFTING-HED 8TRAINER

Do not use cinder cement because it may cor-
rode the tank. Crushed stone or gravel are
suitable. Do not use the graded gravel hich
may have been shipped with the unit.

When the concrete has set, remove the plastic
tape or metal covers from all of the strainers.
Exmnine the strainers and clear any holes that
may have been plugaed. Remove all stray bits
of concrete, and clean the bottom of the
tank.

FINISH
L INE

POLYETHYLENE
COVER

,Sugge s t

(1)

(2)

(3)

All

LB-383-1
LIQON FIXED ORIFICE STRAINER

ion:

Count the strainers when they
are installed.

Count the covers when they are
put on the strainers.

Count the covers when they are
removed.

three tallies must be the same.

4552.408
11-8-54
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4.0 EQUIPMENT INSTALLATION, OPERATION,
ZEOMATIC SOFTENER

MODELS 54-60

AND MAINTENANCE

4.1 EQUIPMENT

The equipment is illustrated on assembly
drawings which are included in this manual.

Two types of zeo-matic systems are available,
Type ’%" and Type "B". The type A" system
is a standard unit, while the type "B" unit
is a standard exchange tank with oversize
piping for operation at higher flow rates or

lower pressure drop conditions.

In the service position the by-pass valves
are open to allow water to pass through the
zeolite bed without having to go through the
solo valve resulting in a lower pressure drop
across the system.

The regeneration of the type "A" or "B"
units is the same and is carried out at normal
flow rates.

Zeo-flo exchange units are provided with
Solo valves which provide four positions;
(1) Backwash, (2) Regenerate, (3) Pdnse,
(4) Service.

AQUAHATIC DIAPHRAGM VALVE

For limiting the-backwash rate, an adjustable
nozzle is built into the solo valve. This
should be adjusted to provide the proper
backwash rate.

CAN FOLLOIfE

CAP

BOHKET

GASKET

BACKPLATE

CUTAWAY OF A 305 SOLOMATIC VALVE

Solomatic valves provided will be the "305"
series valves.

The units are equipped with diaphragm oper-
ated valves which are automatically closed
during all steps of the regeneration. This
prevents by-passing of raw water to service.

The brining rate of flow is controlled by the
Cate Valve upstream of the eductor. This
valve should be adjusted so the correct depth
bf brine will be drawn from the brine tank in
the time shown in the Operation Data.

For limiting the Rinse Rate, an adjustable
Nozzle is built into the Solo Valve. This
should be adjusted to provide the proper
backwash rate.

4.2 OPERATION

4.21 Service

With the Solomatic alve in the service posi-
tion the diaphragm bypass valves are open so

that inlet water is diverted to enter the top

of the unit. The waer passes downflow through
the zeolite bed. Treated water from the bottom

of the tank passes out to service through the

diaphragm bypass valve.

The service run continues until the treated

4552.4005-1
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water is no longer satisfactory (as discussed
in Section 3), or until a meter indicates that
the capacity between regenerations noted in
Operation Data has been treated.

Class 1 units are regenerated on a time basis.
The control timer removes the unit from service
and starts a regeneration depending on the
setting made on the timer.

The maximum flow rate indicated in the Opera-
tion Data is a practical maximum for the unit,
and should not be exceeded for longer than 2
hours in any one service run. Peak flows up
to 25% over-load are allowed for short periods.
Higher flow rates may cause poor operation of
the unit. Double unit plants are normally
operated with one unit taking the full load
while the other is being regenerated.

The units are sized so that the 25% overload
maximum is not exceeded.

When the service run is ended, the unit must

be regenerated by the following procedure.

1. Backwash to remove dirt.
2. Brine and slow Rinse to regenerate zeolite.
3. Rinse bed free of excess brine.

4.22 Backwashing

When the Solomatic valve is in the backwash-
ing position (Wash 1) the stem plate is
seated so that the inlet water is diverted
to the bottom connection. The water passes
upflow, through the zeolite bed, and re-

enters the solomatic valve Cop connection
which is open (through an adjustable orifice)
to the drain. The backwash water thus passes
through the Solomatic Valve to waste.

The backwash nozzle should be adjusted to

pass the proper backwash flow rate, for the
pressure that will normally be imposed on
the unit.

The backwash rate should be high enough to

wash out all dirt and a small amoupt of very
fine zeolites, but not high enough to cause

large amounts (handfuls) of coarse zeolite
to come over. An excessive rate may result
in loss of exchange material and unit capac-
ity. Insufficient backwash will, in time,
cause the bed to become dirty, with resultant

4552.4005-2
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loss of capacity and quality, and excessible
pressure losses.

When first adjusting the backwash rate, start

with the adjustable nozzle closed. Slowly
open the nozzle until the proper,!ow rate is
reached. If zeolite grains come over in
handful quantity, immediately reduce the flow.
If no zeolite appears at all after 5 minutes
of backwash, increase the flow. Continue to

adjust the rate until a few grains of zeo-

lite appear continually in the waste water.

The backwash should be continued until the
waste water is as clear as the inlet water.
A minimum of 10 minutes should be allowed
for backwash.

4.23 Brine Injection

When the Solomatic valve is in the regenera-
tion position (Brine 2), inlet water is
diverted through the Solomatic Valve to an
enternal eductor. Water from the jet passes
through a suction chamber, past a combining
throat and is discharged into the piping
leading to the top of the tank. ]]e eductor
pressure water, plus the.brine drawn into the
suction chamber by the eductor action flows
downward through the zeolite bed and s dis-
charged from the bottom of the tank. The
brine and pressure water re-enters the solo
valve through the bottom connection and is
diverted to the drain connection.

To obtain the proper eductor action it is
essential the supply pressure be a minimum
of 40 p.s.i. To obtain the proper strength
of brine for regeneration of the zeolite,
adjust the gate valve ahead of the eductor
to provide the flow rate shown in the Opera-
tion Data.

Imprope_r operation of the eductor due to a

supply pressure widely different (10-20 psi)
from the indicated pressure required will
result in inefficient regeneration of the
unit with a resultant reduction in capacity.

Adjust the brine suction valve so that the
proper amount of brine is drawn in the time
indicated in the Operation Data.

4.24 Slow Rinse

With the solomatic valve on the exchange
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unit in the normal position, which is service,
and the brine tank filled to the high level,
the suction and refill valves on the brine
tank will be open.

aen the solomatic valve moves from the ser-

vice position pressure water is taken from the
solomatic valve and placed on the controller
and on the brine tank refill valve. This
pressure causes the brine tank refill to close.

On multiple units, shuttle valves are install-
ed in the tubing so that the pressure water

from the solomatic valve on one unit will not

pass through the controller or the refill
valve back into the other units.

When brine is being drawn from the tank the
float tends, to follow the level of the brine
down until it trips the lower stop on the
brine float rod, causing the controller to

trip. When the controller trips, it applies
the pressure water from the controller to the
valve in the brine suction line closing it.

With the brine suction valve closed, plain
water passes through the eductor and through
the exchange bed and slowly displaces the brine
from the bed for the time shown in the Opera-
tion Data.

At the end of regeneration, when the unit has
been rinsed and returned to service the pres-
sure water placed on the controller and refill
valve is removed allowing the refill valve
and the brine suction valve to open.

4.25 Rinse

When the solo valve is in the rinse position
(Rinse -3), water enters the top of the tank
through a fixed orifice in the solomatic
valve, passes downward through the bed and is

discharged from the bottom of the tank. The
rinse water re-enters the solomatic valve and
is diverted to waste.

The Rinse Adjustable Nozzle should be adjusted
to provide the flow rate shown in the Operation
Data.

4.26 Returning To Service

The water going to waste will contain excess

brine. Taste the water 10 minutes after the
start of rinse. If the water is no longer

salty, the unit can be returned to service.
If the water is salty, continue the rinse,
tasting at 5-10 minute intervals. The final
rinse waste water should be soft by Soap
Test. The fast rinse time given on the Data
Sheet, is an approximate value for the time
required. If operating experience indicates
a shorter or longer rinse period is required,
the timer should be adjusted accordingly.

4.27 Brine Tank

The salt used should be clean, coarse rock
salt or nuggets of evaporated salt. Pea sized
is preferred. Do not use salt finer than rice
size. The tank will require more frequent
cleaning if the salt is dirty.

The level of solid salt in the brine tank
should not be allowed to fall more than 30
inches below the top of the tank. The best
time for charging salt is immediately after
brine draw when the water level is down. This
will minimize splashing and avoid overflow.
Add salt until the level is up to the lower
brine draw indicator, then refill the tank
with water.

4.28 Slow Rinse Float Controller

The brine tank should be allowed,to fill to

the upper level, so that the automatic refill
has stopped the tank from filling any further.
The upper stop on the Clayton Float Operated
G3ntroller, should be adjusted so that it
will trip the controller approximately 1"
before the brine has reached its highest
level.

The lower stop on the float rod should be set
to trip when the correct amount of brine has
been drawn from the tank (See Operation Data
Page).

The sensitivity of the controller should be
adjusted by positioning the counter weight
on its shaft, which method can also be used
to make very minor corrections in the depth
of brine drawn from the brine tank.

4.3 INSTALLATION

4.31 Tanks and Piping

The unit should be assembled as shown on the

4552 4005-3
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drawings. Set up the tanks, and assemble service position by slowly opening the inlet
valves and piping. Flush out the inlet water valve about 1/2 turn and closing off the
line before connecting to the unit. waste line (use the palm of the hand). When

sufficient pressure has built up, open and
A pressure gauge should be installed on the close the pilot by-pass valve as described
inlet line to the unit, between the shut-off above until the Solomatic Valve indexes to
valve and the unit. This gauge is an aid to the service position (#4).
efficient regeneration.

When the tank is full, the pipe plug should
The drain piping should be led to an open fun- be replaced in the vent. The pilot by-pass
nel, sump or sewer. Do not restrict this valve should then be operated to index the
drain line. If the sewer opens at an elevation Solomatic Valve into each position to dis-
above the unit, consult Cochrane tobe sure the place any air remaining in the unit and
brine eductor will operate against the added piping.
back pressure. The sewer opening should be
easily seen by the operator for checking on 4.42 Initial Backwash
the backwash efficiency.

With the Solomatic valve in the backwash
4.32 Brine Tank Supiorting Bed position, slowly open the raw water.inlet

valve, 1/2 turn at a time, allowing 5
A supporting bed of 1/4" to 1/2" gravel is pro- minutes between adjustments, until zeolite
vided for installatlon in the brine tank to appears in the waste water.
support the salt and prevent small particles
of salt from being drawn into the unit. The purpose of the initial backwash is to"

rid the exchange bed of any air or gas
A 6" depth of gravel should be placed gently bubbles, wash out excessively fine zeollte,
into the bottom of the tank and levelled off. clean the bed and classify the zeolite. The

’time required is much longer than for a
4.33 Installing The Zeolite Material normal backwash.

Check to see that bottom collector pieces Watch he waste wash water closely while in-
are firmly in p!ace The zeolite material creasing the backwash rate. Sample the waste
is introduced through the manhole at the water in a glass or jar, and examine the sam-
top of the zeolite tank. The proper amount ple for zeolite particles. If large particles
of zeolite material called for on the data (coarser than 60 mesh) appear, reduce the
sheet is supplied with the unit. All of it rate slightly until they no longer appear. If
should be used. Zeolite is best introduced large amounts of zeolite, or coarse zeolite
dry, pouring it into a one foot depth of particles continue to appear even though the
water. When the zeolite has been introduced, rate is greatly reduced, air bubbles may be
the manhole should be closed, floating the material out of the unit. Put

the Solbmatic valve in rinse position and
rinse rapidly for 5 minutes, then close the

4.4 INITIAL OPERATION inlet valve, return to backwash position and
start the backwash again.

4.41 Initial Filling Of Exchange Tanks

When filling the tak .nity, the Solomatic Repeat this procedure as often as necessary
Valve should be in the service position until he amount of zeolite being waslied(4), rue valke in the treated water outlet

.::.se.Aine should be closed, and the vent in the
over can be controlled by changing the back-

’-. top Qf the exchange tank should be open.
Slowly open the inlet valve about 1/2 turn

and admit water until the tank is full. ?en fine zeolite particles (smaller than
60 mesh) appear, continue to backwash at a

If the Solomatic Valve is in any of the other constant rate until the amount of fine par-
three positions, it should be advanced to the titles is very small, then increase the rate.

4552.4005-4 .10-12-64
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Continue to examine samples and increase the
flow rate until almost all of the fines are

washed out and a small amount of coarse zeo-

lite (60 mesh) appears continually. Then re-

duce the rate slightly until the coarse zeo-

lite no longer appears.

Note the backwash rate and inlet pressure at

this point for future use. The setting given
in the Operation Data is an approximation of
this value.

4.43 Filling Brine Tank

Set the brine draw indicator so that the up-
per pointer is 4" below the rim of the tank.
Sot the lower pointer below the upper by the
distance given in the Operation Data as the
Brine Draw Depth.

Add 12 inches of water over the gravel or

anthracite, then load with salt up to the
lower.pointer.

Add water until the salt is just covered. In
this initial filling, the salt will dissolve
and the level will drop. Add more salt to

bring the level up to the lower indicator,
then fill with water. The initial filling
will require approximately 200 lbs. of salt
for each 10 lbs. of salt noted in the Opera-
tion Data. In addition to this amount, ar-

rangements should be made to have a week’s
supply of salt on hand after the tank is
filled.

4.44 Initial Regeneration

Draw the brine as described in Section 4.23,
and 4.24.

Rinse the zeolite bed as directed in Soction
4.25.

The unit is now ready for service.

4.5 MAINTENANCE

4.51 Storage Of Zeolite

If ion exchange material (zeolite) is to be
stored out of the unit prior to installation,

or for replacement, keep it in a ,’,,,|, damp
location. If the material is allowed to dry
to a bone dry condition or allowed to freeze,
excessive amounts of fines will be produced
when the material is put into water for use.

Soaking in brine prior to contact with water

may reduce the amount.of fines.

4.52 Loss Of Capacity

Should the unit capacity between regenera-
tions be reduced below that specified on the
data sheet, check the following points:

(a) Increase in exchangeable ions in the in-
let water.

(b) Improper brine draw quantity and time.

(c) Improper inlet pressure during regenera-
tion.

(d) Insufficient salt in brine tank.

(e) Insufficient backwash rate or time.

(f) High suspended matter in inlet water.

(g) Loss of exchange material.

4.53 Repair And Replacement Orders

Repairs and replacements can be handled more
efficiently if the following directions are

followed:

(a) Give the Cochrane Shop Order Namber as

it appears on the nameplate.

(b) Designate the names of the parts required
by referring to the assembly draing of
the unit.

(c) Specify the quantity of each part required.

(d) Give complete shipping instructions.

4.54 Long Shut-Down Periods

When an ion exchange unit is to be shut down
for a long period of time (more than one

month), it should be regenerated well with
salt (20 lbs. of salt or 8 gallons of satur-

ated brine per cubic foot). After rinsing,
drain the unit, then refill and cover the
zeolite bed with a 0.5% solution of formal-
dehyde to prevent the growth of bacteria.
Refill and rinse well before returning the
unit to service. Regenerate as needed (see
Initial Regeneration).

If formaldehyde is not used, the zeolite bed

may have to be sterilized before starting up.

Consult cochrane for procedure.

4552.4005-5
10-12-64
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4.55 Short Shut-Down Periods

Sterilization is not necessary for short shut-
off periods, however, the unit should be rins-
ed rapidly to waste for 5-10 minutes before
,se. Regenerate only if necessary.

4.56 Solomatlc Valve

MAINTENANCE AND TROUBLE PROCEDURE

(1) If the eductor fails to operate proper-
ly remove the nozzle adjusting screw of
the Solomatic Valve and clean out the jet
with a small wire. These orifices are

very small and if they continually plug
up, a strainer should be installed in
the inlet piping.

(2) The amount of regenerant in the storage
tank should be checked before each regen-
eration. Insufficient regenerant will
cause a loss in capacity and a double
regeneration will be necessary before

.aced back in service.

9o. check valve, not jam this valve
in trying to close it tightly. If the
leak persists, remove the valve bonnet
and examine the disc and seat. Some /

NK foreign matter may be caught on the seat,/)

RE OFV INDEX
1. Water pkessure too low. Minimtrn pressure

20 lbs., preferably 30 lbs. for reliable
operation.

2. Back pressure in drain line. Drain lines
must be full drain tap size of the valve
and should always discharge at a level
lower than the Solomatic valve. Constric-
tion in the mineral bed, screens, tank or

piping may cause back pressure. Inserting
pressure gauges in various places will in-
dicate where constriction may be.

3. Adequate pressure but not enough water.

Inlet line should be full Service tap size
of the valve to maintain as high a pres-
sure as possible.

4. valve not seating or seating very slowly.
Internal feed tube from inlet connection
to top of bonnet plugged. Remove bonnet
and stem plate assembly and clean out tube
with small drill or wire. Check solenoid
valve to see if it is closing. Ruptured
diaphragm would also prevent valve from
indexing.

4552.4905-6
10-12-64

5. Valve leaks to drain during service (#6)
’position. May be caused by foreign matter

holding stem plate slightly open, permit-
ting water to leak from bonnet side to

drain port. A normal regeneration should
flush this out, but if not, remove the

four bonnet bolts and inspect and clean off
gasket surface. Also check Solenoid valve
for leakage.

6. Valve fails to lift. Foreign matter could
lodge ih cam track preventing free movement

of the cam. Remove cap and clean off cam

track and folldwer pins. Damaged or scaled-
up center ferrule or drain valve may also
,prevent the moving member from lifting.
Cleaning or replacing parts would remedy
this. situation.

NOTES

1.Timers should be connected to uninterrupted
electrical source.

2.By-pass valve should be closed during normal
softener service.

3.Occasionally, salt in the brine tak should
be loosened to lessen the possibility of
salt bridging or packing.

4.57 Automatic Reset Water Meter Design 25 B

6eneral:
The unit is equipped with a Neptune Water
Meter, which has a Design 25B, Automatic
Beset Beglster head. When the correct Volume
of water has passed through the unit, the
alarm Mercury switch closes, placing the
unit into regeneration (automatic systems)
or sounding an alarm (semi-automatic
systems).

Setting The Register:

The register should not be set for more
than 75% or less than 20%of the dial
capacity. To obtain the correct percentage
to set on the meter, proceed as follows:

Expected capacity from Operation
Data Page x 100 % Setting

Total capacity of meter dial

When the correct percentage is obtained,
set the meter as follows:. Loosen small brass locking screw

adjacent to percentage dial.
b. Rotate large pointer around percent

dial until the small indicator attach-
ed to the large pointer is in line with
the desired percentage.

c. While holding the pointer and dial in
relation to each other, tighten the

I
I
I
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small brass locking scr,
Operation:

At some point in the course of regeneration,
the\meter head is reset to zero by the
control system. Power is applied to the

reset motor by the control system, which
turns the meter pointer back to the per-
cent reading indicated on the small per-
centage dial. When the pointer has reached
this point, the reset Mercury Switch in the
meter opens stopping the reset motor.

BASE HONEL MACHINE
SCRE’WS WITH

RUBBER "0" RINGS

ZEO-FLO OUTLET DISTRIBUTOR

DI STRI BUTOR
SEGHENTS

4552.4005-7
10-12-64
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MODEL 54 60 ONLY

,-y.

G- ;0009
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BRINE TANK EXCHANGE TANK

SINGLE UNIT ASSEMBLY



6-10010

DOUBLE UNIT ASSEMBLY
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m m m

/4 NPT

1"N PART NAME REQ
427-A BOOY SCREWED 3" PS

427- C GAP
427-D LOWER DIAPHRAGM WASHER
427- E UPPER DIAPHRAGM WASHER |"

427- F DIAPHRAGM
427-G RETAINER O-RING
427- H RETAINER OISG
427- J DISC
427- K DISG WASHER
427-LL SHAFT
427-M LOWER SEAT
427-N GASKET- LOWER SEAT
427-0 GASKETr O-RING RETAINER
326-P O-RING PAl 1"114
424- R GASKET DIAPHRAGM WASHER 3

GAP SG. HEX HD. 3/8-1G X I/2 G
2 NUT HEX SEMI-FIN 3/e-I6 6
3 Cko SC. BRASS HEX HO. 3/8- X 7/e 2
4 NUT HEX JAM BRASS 5/16-24 2
5 LOCK WASHER INT. BRONZE 5/16
6 PiPE PLUG SQ. HD. GALV. 1/4 IPS

NOTE
MAX. WORKING PRESSURE- 125 PSI

/

3" NPT (BOTH ENDS)

//

7/8 605S (21

DIAPHRAGM VALVE
NORMALLY CLOSED
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COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

6

&
20 BRACKET

ASSEMBLY

Clayton

CFI-A2

CFloC1

CF1

TV-9246

TV-9261

Ty-3,50

7

6
8

9
8

ITEM

2
3

4

ITEM

5

e

DESCRIPTION MATERIAL

(2 REQ’ D)
1/16"

(2 REQ’D)

(2

(2 FT}

STAINLESS AVAILABLE

INCREMENTS

ASSEMBLY 9

DESCRIPTION

BRASS

PART
NO.

TV-83|6

TV-6407
NONE

TV’8048

C-3535

(I FT)
(2 FT)

(REQUIRED
CONNECTING

ROD.)

IEXTENBION

ROD(2 FT)
(2 REQ’D)

8/32"X 3/8"
9 (1 FT)

BRASS
PART NO.

TV-6880
C-2744
TV-6881

TV-6882

C-3661

39940
39944

STAINLESSSTEEL
PART NO.

C-3536
C-4721
C-3537

C-6185

C-7097
TV-6871

39942
39946

ITEM

10

I1

12

19

18

19

DESCRIPTION

FLOAT

ASSEMBLY CFIAt
CF|-A2

6/32’’
7/16" (6 REQ’D)

6/32 (8 REQ’D

COUNTER

10/32
(4 REQ’D)

10/32 (4 REQ’D)

MATERIAL

PLASTIC

-BRASS,

BRASS

PART
NO,

C-9253
TV-3457
C-648

TV’6364

TV-8463
30038
TV-9594ol

45569

(CAD. STEEL) LENGTH,

ROE) LENGTH SET SCREW PART NO.

2’ 3’ I/4 20 3/4" Tv-sg-3

CF1-A| STEEL’
I’A2

CF|’C1

Tv-g235

TV’9258
TV-9526

4552.4208
9-23-64
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COCHRANE WATER CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

5.0 AUTOMATIC REGENERATION CONTROLLER
CLASS 2

GENERAL
A compact program tinier that controls the
regeneration sequence of the Solomatic
valves:

Four trippers on a two hour dial actuate

the Solenoid pilot valve four times during
the cycle, each tripper advancing the
Solomatic valve one step. Three of these
trippers are adjustable to allow proper
time for backwash, brine-slow rinse, and
fast rinse A pin on the back of the
dial stops.the cycle timer two hours after
initiation regardless of the sequence
setting of the adjustable trippers.

]he Solenoid pilot is held open thirty to

forty seconds, by each tripper ample
time for the upstroke of the Solomatic
valve. A fully enclosed microswltch is
used to close this circuit.

Sequence of Operation

The electrical operation of the Class 2
controller is as follows:

When the water meter dial has worked its
way back to zero, indicating that the unit
has treated the number of gallons shown
in the Operation Data, water meter contact

LS, location 2, closes energizing relay
R-1 through the normally closed contact
of R-2.

Energizing relay R-l, closes relay R-1
contact at location 3, energizing the
timer motor location 4, which starts to run.

When the regeneration has started and the
timer motor has started running, the
timer hold in contacts, location 4, are

mechanically closed, keeping power on the
timer motor.

When the meter contacts cloed, power was

also applied to the reset portion of the
water meter.

Power was passed from the timer hold in
contacts through the normally closed con-
tacts of relay R-l, location 3, through
the switch T-2, T-3, meter #1, location
#1, driving the reset motor, which turns
the indicator on the water meter, back to
the setting, which has been placed on the
meter.

When the hand reaches the set point, con-
tact T-2 and T-3 of the water meter opens,
opening the circuit to the reset motor and
stopping the motor.

As the timer motor progresses through its
cycle, the trippers on the time dial trip
the timer switch, location 8, energizing
the indexer through relay R-1. Each time
the indexer is energized, the solomatic
valve advances one position.

When relay R-1 coil is energized, relay
contacts R-l, location 6, open preventing
the Unit #2 from being regenerated, while
Unit #1 is in the process of regeneration.

The timer motor continues to run through
the regeneration and back to the zero
point. When it arrives at the zero point,
the timer hold in switch, location 4, is
mechanically opened, stopping the timer
at the zero point.

4552.5102-1
.5-22-64
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FULLY AUTOMATIC
REGENERATION

CLASS

2
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[ 0uickDisconnect
Meter Contact T2 T3 opens when meter resets to set point.
Timer hold in contact closes mechanically when timer motor starts and remains closed until the timer

completes its cycle.

4552.5102-2
5-20-64
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